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people096 097seniors

adkins/bilotta

Jacquelyn Adkins
Ade Agulefo
Lizet Alejos Franco
Marco Almanza
Cristian Almeda

Patricia Alquiza
Rebeca Alvares
Reyna Alvarez Juandie
Jana Aridi
Jeanette Arroyo

Ayleen Arteaga
Emiliyana Arzola
Mariela Arzola
Travis Ashburn
Kelli Avant

Rogelio Avellaneda Hernandez
Savanna Ayers
Keith Ayiku
Ryan Bagby
Diana Banchi

Misael Barradas Balder
Matthew Barrier
Jack Barton
Rowan Battleson
Cameron Bazis

Christopher Bell
Mackenzie Bennett-Hudson
Zachary Bernard
Gregory Bevans
Taylor Bilotta
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students are from
McKINNEY

“I participated 
in color clash 
and spirit 
day. During 
color clash I 
wore a long-
sleeved black 
shirt, and on 
spirit day, I 
wore a ‘lion 
nation’/’beat 
Boyd’ shirt.” 
-Keyla Soroa

97%
of students 
are the first 
to graduate 
from

 M
HS out 

of their fam
ily 

Christian Purcell, Slidell

“We’ve had someone at 
McKinney High School for 
the past like 12 years. I feel 
like I’m supposed to leave a 
legacy here. McKinney has 
been my home for a long time 
and it’s really special for me. 
I love McKinney High School.”

36varsity 
musicians

“I was actually born in McKinney’s 
hospital. I like living here now, but 

when I am older I want to move 
somewhere else.”
-Sofia Gutierrez

70% “I learned a great deal of patience, that 
was really my first like, real job and the 
paycheck wasn’t the best, but it was still 
something and it was something to work 
for. I found some kittens in the back, 
that was kinda weird.” -Jacob Smith

lowest student 
ID number:
Andrew Judd 

102155

Oak Hollow Golf Course

students have part-time jobs

Alexia Jackson, Shreveport

2
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23

Louisiana
seniors find a home 

away from home

Grant Morgan, Walker3

4 Alyson Gelpi, Slidell

“I probably wouldn’t be showing if 
I were in Louisiana, it’s just hard 
to have farms in Louisiana. It’s 
just where I’ve lived practically my 
whole life, it’s my favorite place to 
be, here at my farm.”

“I learned how to shoot a gun. It 
was a BB gun, not a real gun, we 
were out going after squirrels and 
rabbits and my step dad, he let 
me try it and I remember the first 
time I actually pulled the trigger, I 
hit a tree and the pellet bounced 
off of the tree and nearly hit us.”

*percentages calculated from a 
pool of 200 students


